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Executive Summary
Electrification of the transportation sector has a range of implications related to the environment, climate
change, business, and economy. While there is the political will to support the growth of electric vehicles
(EV), the charging process of large populations of EVs is challenging because the existing electrical
infrastructure, and in particular power distribution grids, might not be capable of meeting increased
levels of power demand.
In the existing literature, smart charging algorithms have been widely investigated to resolve the
issues related to the simultaneous charge of many EVs. This report takes the perspective of autonomous driving, which is expected to revolutionize road transport. In particular, this report explores
how autonomous EVs (AEVs) could facilitate better management of the charging process, thanks to
the innovations in data-driven control methods for making smart charging decisions.
We present two architectures for smart charging for AEVs, a model-based controller and a model-free
stochastic reinforcement learning (RL) controller, enabling grid-friendly and optimal integration of EVs
and AEVs in a smart grid.
The model-based approach leverages an optimal power flow (OPF) to schedule the charging process
of AEVs. Compared to OPF-based smart charging algorithms for standard EVs where the charging
location is totally determined by the location where the vehicles have been parked by their drivers,
AEVs can change location autonomously and choose a more suitable charging spot for the power grid.
It is shown how this problem can be formulated as a mixed-integer linear problem (MILP), levering
linearized load flow models that can be solved with off-the-shelf optimization libraries. It is shown that
the proposed scheduler for AEVs can AEVs can achieve significantly better congestion management
than traditional EVs, postponing grid reinforcement.
The second proposed approach uses a stochastic RL controller. The foremost opportunity to use
stochastic RL is that a smart-grid environment is typically partially observable. That is to say, due
to technical and investment limitations, it is challenging to observe the state of the smart grid in full
for control purposes. Moreover, the uncertainties in a smart grid environment affect the controller’s
optimality.
Designing a stochastic RL controller is a challenging task that requires careful feature engineering,
state abstractions, reward engineering, and hyperparameter tuning. However, we can easily roll out the
trained stochastic RL agent for optimal charging management in a decentralized control architecture
after training. As we show in the case studies, stochastic RL agents effectively find the optimal control policy based on the trade-offs in the reward function under stochastic conditions and imperfect
information. Furthermore, the actor-critic architecture presented in the report has the advantage of
scalability. For example, the second case study uses an architecture with one critic and many actors.
It is also possible to build architectures with many critics and many actors for cases even larger. On
the other hand, stochastic RL agents have difficulty handling hard constraints, which are essential for
safety-critical applications. However, through proper training methods, it is possible to minimize the
chance of constraint violations.
Finally, we see that both model-based and model-free controllers have their advantages and unique
place in a smart grid for optimal charging management. From a futuristic viewpoint, it is vital to
understand the unique advantages and disadvantages of model-based and model-free controllers, their
unique use cases, and even opportunities for hybrid mechanisms that build upon the strengths of both
strategies.
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Introduction

Electrification of the mobility sector is at the top of the decarbonization agenda for many countries.
Several countries have already taken policy steps to either heavily restrict or ban internal combustion
vehicles within the next decade [CBER21]. It also enables further innovations in the transportation
sector, such as one-way electric car sharing that further acts in favor of reducing emissions and air
pollution [MN19].
A challenge associated with the wide-spread adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) is managing the
simultaneous charging demand of large populations of vehicles that might determine violations of constraints in distribution networks and require grid reinforcements [ZMH+ 17, LHS19]. The notion of smart
charging has been identified as a possible solution to this problem. Smart charging refers to strategies to
coordinate the charging process of EVs so as to reduce the peak demand and its effects, see e.g. [IRE19].
EV smart charging to respect grid voltage levels and avoiding power congestions was addressed, e.g.,
in [SB10, SB11], where authors propose an iterative procedure to determine progressively tighter power
constraints for the EVs when grid congestions appear, accounting also for electricity wholesale market
prices. The work in [HYLØ13] proposes a market framework for EVs fleet operators, distribution system
operators (DSOs), and load balance responsible for satisfying the charging demand of EVs, respecting
grid constraints, and providing regulating power to the system. The work in [KSKM17] proposes a centralized scheduler based on a non-convex optimal power flow problem. The work in [MHX+ 20] proposes
grid-aware transactive energy management for an EVs fleet. Methods such as rule-based approaches
[RS18], heuristics [AAGG14], and central optimization methods [Ric11, SHTT18] have been tested to
achieve the goal of effective EV charging management.
In the meanwhile, technologies for autonomous driving are evolving. Autonomous driving is anticipated to disrupt the way we intend transportation and mobility, with implications ranging from ownership
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schemes for vehicles (favoring car-sharing and ride-hailing options) to mobility demand (that might increase, fostered by more accessible transportation), see ,e.g., [fECoD15]. When considering large-scale
integration of EVs in power grids, autonomous driving will allow vehicles to independently select the
most suitable charging locations (e.g., one near a renewable power plant or energy storage facility),
offering a new lever to avoid grid congestions. If future mobility is autonomous, grid reinforcements and
technological developments planned today for non-autonomous EVs might become obsolete.
The problem of integrating autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) in distribution grids is not yet
entirely explored in the existing literature. The charge scheduling problem for AEVs was addressed in
[IMT19] considering the minimization of the waiting times and the electricity costs, neglecting, however,
power grid constraints. The problem of planning the charging infrastructure of AEVs was addressed
in [LC20, ZSL+ 20] considering mobility patterns of ride-hailing, without considering distribution grids’
constraints.
The research summarized in this report refers to integrating the notion of autonomous driving into
the smart charging problem of EVs. Two methods that tackle smart charging for AEVs are described.
The first is a model-based, centralized approach that assumes perfect knowledge of the distribution grid
and demand profiles at grid nodes. However, the absence of perfect information or high uncertainty of
the environment might make model-based approaches unpractical or unfeasible (e.g., [AGBB21]). Thus,
a second method described in this report considers incomplete or partial knowledge of this information
and is based on reinforcement learning.

2

A model-based approach using an augmented optimal power flow

This section describes a smart charging scheme for non-autonomous EVs based on an optimal power
flow (OPF) applied to a low-voltage distribution grid. In particular, the charging profiles of all the
EVs are found by solving an OPF to attain minimum recharging times (to maximize drivers’ comfort
implicitly) while respecting the operational constraints of the distribution grid. Then, this formulation
is modified to accommodate the AEVs. In order to do so, the charging locations of the AEVs, which for
the EV case are fixed and depend on where drivers have parked the vehicles, become decision variables
of the problem to reflect the fact that AEVs are capable of driving autonomously and picking a charging
location that is conducive to improve grid performance.

2.1

Problem formulation
(EV)

Let Ptv be the charging demand of vehicle v at time t. As we consider smart charging, we say that
(EV)
Ptv is non-negative. The SOC of vehicle v = 1, . . . , V is:




1 (EV)
(EV)
(EV)
SOCtv Ptv
= SOCt−1v P(t−1)v + η Ptv Ts ,
Ev
with Ptv ≥ 0

(1)

where η is the (constant) charging efficiency, Ev is the battery energy capacity, and Ts the sample time
in hours. At this stage V2G is not considered, although the the SOC evolution in (1) can be modified
to model that
Let n = 1, . . . , N denote the grid node index. We encode the EVs’ charging locations with N × V
binary variables bnv that are 1’s if vehicle v charges at node n, 0’s otherwise.
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For non-autonomous EVs, bnv ’s are set a-priori (being the charging locations matching with
parking sites) and are an input to the problem. For autonomous EVs, they are free variables of
problem. This is the key difference between the formulation for EVs and AEVs.
The active and reactive power demand at each node of the grid is modelled as the sum of the
demand (i.e., conventional power demand minus distributed stochastic generation, if available) and
aggregated charging demand of all the EVs connected to that node. For time t and node n, it is:
(net)

Ptn (Pt1 , ..., PtV , bn1 , ..., bnV ) = Ptn

+

V
X

(EV)

bnv Ptv

.

the
the
net
the

(2)

v=1
(net)

The net demand Ptn is an input of the problem and is, for example, from point predictions.
The binary variable bnv associates the charging demand of vehicle v to node b when active. For
convenience in the following formulation, we collect all the variables of (2) in the vectors:
h
i
(EV)
(EV)
(EV)
Pt
= Pt1
(3)
, . . . , PtV


bn = bn1 , . . . , bnV .
(4)
We assume voltage-independent power demand. As far as the reactive power is concerned, the reactive
power of the net demand is also from point predictions (i.e., derived from the active power demand
by assuming a certain power factor), whereas the one of EVs is zero as we consider that EV chargers
operate at a unitary power factor. The inclusion of the reactive power as a control variable, that might
have an impact on voltage profiles in lines with a nonnegligible reactance of the longitudinal parameters
(that is not our case study), can be accommodated easily in the formulation and will be considered in
future works.
Grid model We use load flow equations to model the magnitudes of the nodal voltages and line
currents as a function of the active and reactive nodal injections, grid admittance matrix Y (built
from information on the grid topology and on cables parameters), and voltage magnitude at the grid
connection point (GCP) v0 . Let vtn and itl be the voltage magnitude at node n and current magnitude
in line l, respectively, at time interval t. We denote the load flow equations by


(EV)
vtn P t , bn = fn (P1 (·), . . . , PN (·), v0 , Y )
(5)


(EV)
(6)
itl P t , bn = hl (P1 (·), . . . , PN (·), v0 , Y ) ,
where we have highlighted the dependencies on the EVs’ charging demand and charging locations, which
will be the decision variables in the scheduling problem. The complex power absorbed from the (single)
GCP is denoted by:


(EV)
St P t , bn = g (P1 (·), . . . , PN (·), v0 , Y ) .
(7)
As known, functions f1 , . . . , fN , h1 , . . . , hL , and g are nonlinear in the power injections lead to nonconvexities and low tractability when integrated in optimal power flows. We resort to sensitivity coefficients
using the method described in [CTLBP13] to linearize load flow equations and obtain an approximate
solution with a more efficient problem formulation. At this stage, we consider balanced grids, so we
carry out a single-phase equivalent load flow.
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The problem determines the charging schedule of all vehicles v = 1, . . . , V over the time horizon
t = 1, . . . , T to achieve a target SOC while respecting all grid constraints. The target state-of-charge of
each vehicle v is denoted by SOC∗v . It should be designed to meet the future driving demand based on
driver’s input or forecasted based on historical values. In this paper, it is assumed given. By resorting to
the models introduced in the previous section, we now formulate the scheduling problems, for traditional
EVs first, and for autonomous EVs later.
Scheduling the charge of non-autonomous EVs The charging locations for traditional EVs are
fully specified by their parking locations. This means that binary variables bnv are given. These known
values are denoted by b∗nv . The problem consists in determining the charging profiles of all EVs parked
at b∗nv so that the grid constraints are respected and that EVs reach a target state of charge, denoted
by SOC∗v , in the least time. This problem reads as:
( T V
)


2
XX
EV
arg min
(8a)
SOCtv Ptv
− SOC∗v
(EV)

P11

(EV)

,...,PT V ∈R+

t=1 v=1
(EV )

subject to EVs’ SOC models and power rating limits P̄v
1, . . . , V

of the chargers1 for t = 1, . . . , T and v =





1 (EV)
(EV)
(EV)
+ η Ptv Ts
= SOCt−1v Ptv
SOCtv Ptv
Ev
0 ≤ SOCtv ≤ 1
(EV)
Ptv

≤ P̄v(EV)

(8b)
(8c)
(8d)

nodal injections model for all t, v, and n = 1, . . . , N
Ptn



(EV)
Pt



=

(net)
Ptn

+

V
X

(EV)

b∗nv Ptv

(8e)

v=1

load flow equations for nodal voltages, lines currents, and power flow at the GCP for all t




(EV)
(EV)
vtn P t
= fn P t , b∗n
n = 1, . . . , N




(EV)
(EV)
itl P t
= hl P t , b∗n
l = 1, . . . , L




(EV)
(EV)
St P t
= g P t , b∗n

(8f)
(8g)
(8h)

which should observe, respectively, statutory voltage levels v, v̄, cables’ ampacities īl , l = 1, . . . , L, and
the apparent power rating S̄ at the substation transformer for all t
v ≤ vtn (·) ≤ v̄
itl (·) ≤ i¯tl

n = 1, . . . , N

(8i)

l = 1, . . . , L

(8j)

St (·) < S̄.
1

(8k)

Reactive power support is not considered at this stage.
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As the cost function is convex and all constraints are linear, the optimization problem is convex. We also
note that, even if the charging horizon is defined for a fixed time range, one can accommodate arbitrary
arrival and departure times by enforcing zero charging power with new linear equality constraints. For
(EV)
example, a predicted departure time at t = T − 1 for vehicle v can be modeled by adding Pvt = 0 to
the constraints.
Extension to AEVs Autonomous EVs can pick independently a charging station to accelerate their
recharging process and diminishing the impact on the grid. As opposed to the previous problem, the
binary variables bnv are no longer predetermined by the parking locations of the vehicles and are now part
of the decision problem, which therefore becomes a mixed integer problem. As the charging locations are
now determined by the optimization problem, we need to enforce consistency in the model and ensure
that the each vehicle is at one location only. We refer to this requirement as the non-multilocation
constraint and it reads as:
N
X

bnv ≤ 1.

(9)

n=1

Eq. (2) requires special attention as it features products among decision variables, leading to a complex
bi-linear formulation. We use the McCormick’s relaxation [McC76] and replace the bi-linear constraint
in (2)
(EV)

znvt = bnv Ptv
(EV)

(EV)

where b ∈ {0, 1} and 0 ≤ Pnvt ≤ P̄v

,

(10)

, with the linear inequality constraints

znvt ≤ bnv P̄v(EV)
znvt ≤
znvt ≥

(EV)
Ptv
(EV)
Ptv

(11a)
(11b)

−

P̄v(EV) (1

− bnv ).

(11c)

As bnv are binary variables, the relaxation in (11) is exact.
Additional charge required for autonomous driving The round-trip drive between the drop-off and
charging locations increases the required charging demand to some extent. The additional demand
per lag is conservatively estimated by the maximum pairwise distance among grid nodes times the
electric energy per unitary distance and is denoted E ∗ . As detailed in the following paragraph we will
use the same modelling framework as (8), where the binary variables bnv are let free. To model the
requirements of autonomous driving in such a framework, we need to implement the following modeling
considerations:
1. For a vehicle to undertake the trip to the charger, its residual SOC at the parking location should
be larger than E ∗ . If this condition is not met, the vehicle is forced to charge locally by enforcing
the respective binary variable bnv to parking location b∗nv . Otherwise, E ∗ is subtracted from the
SOC so that it can be compensated for during the charging process.
2. The target state-of-charge SOCv∗ is incremented by an amount proportional to E ∗ (subject to
not incurring in overcharging) so that the energy demand required by the return trip is also
compensated for.
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3. After, the scheduling problem is completed, SOCv∗ is curtailed by an amount proportional to E ∗
to model the energy spent in the return trip.
These modeling considerations can be implemented with simple pre- and post-optimization heuristics
without impacting on the tractability of the problem. More complex partial recharging schemes (e.g.,
the vehicle achieves a partial charge and drive to a more suitable site for achieving the final charging
goal), as well as an improved approximation of the driving distance accounting for road itineraries, will
be considered in future works.
Scheduling the charge of AEVs The binary variables bnv , which denote the charging locations of
the EVs and were input in the previous formulation, are now decision variables of the problem, leading
to a mixed integer program. By using the (exact) relaxation discussed above, we reformulate the bilinear relationships of (2) into tractable linear constraints. The optimal charging schedules and charging
locations bonv are given by
( T V
)


2
XX
EV
arg min
SOCtv Ptv
− SOC∗v
(12a)
(EV)

(EV)

P11 , . . . , PT V ∈ R+
b11 , . . . , bnv ∈ {0, 1}

t=0 v=1

subject to the non-multilocation constraint in (9) for all n and v, nodal injections and McCormick’s
exact relaxation for bi-linear constraints for all t, v and n
V


X
(EV)
(net)
Ptn P t , bn = Ptn +
znvt
(12b)
v=1

znvt ≤ bnv P̄v(EV)
(EV)
znvt ≤ Ptv
(EV)
znvt ≥ Ptv − P̄v(EV) (1
Pv(EV) ≤ P̄v(EV) ,

(12c)
(12d)
− bnv )

(12e)
(12f)

and, for all t and v, SOCs’ evolution as in (8b)-(8c), and load flow’s and grid’s constraints as in (8f)(8k) (not reported here for brevity) with the difference that the latter group, depending on the nodal
injections, are also a function of the binary decision variables. Additionally, heuristic conditions 1-3
introduced above are implemented by:
if (SOC0v ≥ E ∗ /Ev ) : SOC0v = SOC0v − E ∗ /Ev
else : bnv = b∗nv ,

for all v and n

SOC∗v = min (SOC∗v + E ∗ /Ev , 1) ,

(12g)
(12h)

with a note on (12h)2 . Once the problem is solved, we subtract from the final SOC the energy required
for the return trip from the charging spot to the original parking location, if different:
if (bonv <> b∗nv ) : SOCT v = SOCT v − E ∗ /Ev ,

(12i)

for all v and n. Procedures (12g) and (12i) are respectively applied before and after solving the
optimization problem based on input and output data and do not alter the problem’s properties and
tractability.
Eq. (12h) is a (conservative) modeling approximation as the additional demand E ∗ should be implemented only when
the charging and parking locations are different. The refinement of this modeling aspect will be considered in future works.
2
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2.2

Case study

Distribution Grid We consider the topology (Fig. 1) and cable characteristics of the CIGRE benchmark
system for LV residential grids[CIG09]. The nominal active power demand and power factor are reported
in Table 1, and the trajectory of the nodal demand at the node, used to model nodal injections, in
Fig. 2. They are all according to specs of the CIGRE benchmark system. The number of vehicles per
node, also in Table 1, is set assuming 1.5 vehicles per household, with number of households per node
approximated by the nodal nominal demand divided the contractual power for households (e.g., 6 kVA
in France). We consider 16 A chargers (i.e., 3.7 kW at nomimal voltage). The voltage limits are set to
1 pu ± 8%, while lines ampacities are according to CIGRE’ specs.
Node
1
11
15
16
17
18

Nominal demand (kW)
200
15
52
55
35
47

Power factor
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

Number of parked EVs
50
3
12
14
8
11

Number of charging AEVs
54
6
5
15
10
6

Table 1: Nominal demand per node and distribution of electric vehicles (the last column refers to results)

Electric vehicles We sample the EVs’ departing times and SOC at arrival from Weibull (scale 7.67,
shape 21.83) and Gaussian (mean 0.49, standard deviation 0.04) distributions, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 3. Statistics are estimated from measurements of the test-an-ev experiment in Denmark[And13, tes].
For simplicity and to better quantify the impact of autonomous vs. non-autonomous driving, we assume
that the arrival time is the same for all vehicles. We adopt the same energy capacity of the EVs used in
the experiment, i.e. 16 kWh, so as to retain consistency among collected state-of-charge statistics and
driving energy demand.
Time resolution and scheduling horizon of the optimization problem Resolution time is 1 hour;
based on the min/max values of the arrival times distribution (approximated to the nearest integer hour
in-line with the adopted time resolution), we set the scheduling horizon of the problem to be from 16h
to 8h of the next day.
EVs’ charging objectives The target state-of-charge implemented in the cost functions of problems
(8) and (12) is SOCv∗ = 100% for all vehicles v = 1, . . . , V . The additional charge E ∗ for accomplishing the autonomous drive to the charging station is the the maximum distance among nodes (345
meters, N18-N1 in Fig. 1) times the average consumption per km (0.160 kWh/km from experimental
data[Cle14]). It amounts to 55 Wh, i.e. 0.8% SOC.
Key performance indicators Evaluating the cost function of the optimization problems offers an
immediate interpretation of the performance of the scheduler along the charging horizon. Based on it,
the first metric is:
Metric 1 =

T X
V
X

∗ 2
(SOCtv − SOCtv
)

(13)

t=1 v=1
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Real power (pu)

Figure 1: Topology of European LV distribution network benchmark for residential system used for the
verification[CIG09].
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Figure 2: Profile of the net active power demand from CIGRE specifications[CIG09].
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Figure 3: Distributions of the EVs’ departure times (upper-panel plot) and of the initial SOC (lowerpanel plot) used in the simulations.
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The second metric evaluates the performance at the end of the scheduling period T and measures if
target charging objectives have been met:
Metric 2 =

V
X

(SOCT∗ v − SOCT v ) .

(14)

v=1

Finally, Metric 3 is the time taken by the charging process to reach the target SOC for all vehicles.

2.3

Results

The number of AEVs that are charged at the various nodes of the grid is shown in the last column of
Table 1. It can be seen that, compared to the case of non-autonomous EVs, 13 AEVs pick a different
charging location. As to be expected, AEVs tend to favor charging locations closer to the GCP, that
allow connecting higher demand with less impact on voltage levels. For example, nodes 1 and 11 feature
additional 4 and 3 charging vehicles than parked vehicles, as opposed to remote nodes 15 and 18 that
are with less vehicles.
The upper- and middle-panel plots of Fig. 4 show the charging power and SOCs’ evolution at
different quantiles of the population of EVs, respectively. AEVs feature a higher degree of simultaneity
when charging and achieve the target SOC quicker than conventional EVs. Thanks to picking charging
locations closer to the GCP, AEVs achieve simultaneous charging while respecting voltage constraints
as visible in the middle-panel plot of Fig. 4.
Table 2 shows that autonomous EVs achieve a lower realization of the cost function (Metric 1) and
the target SOC in 4 hours, nearly half of the time than conventional vehicles (Metric 3)3 . Conventional
EVs score better in Metric 2 because those autonomous vehicles which change locations for charging
cannot achieve 100% SOC as some charge is spent in driving back to the original parking location.
Metric
Metric 1
Metric 2
Metric 3

Conventional
373
0%
7 hour

Autonomous
300
0.8%
4 hour

Table 2: Metrics for conventional vs. autonomous vehicles.

3

Model-free stochastic control with deep reinforcement learning

This section presents a method and a use case that demonstrates the application of deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) to control the charging power at an electric and autonomous vehicle (AEV) charging
node. Based on the analyses, we demonstrate the capability of DRL to learn the optimal charging
policy in a highly stochastic and partially observable environment with multiple charging objectives.
Moreover, we derive the state vectors based on the readily available observations through standard
metering infrastructure in a low-voltage (LV) network and perform batch-wise learning via policy gradient
update.
3

As the distance among nodes is small (i.e., < 350 meters), we neglect the time it takes to drive from the charging
location to the parking location
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Figure 4: Charging power (first panel), total charging power, and SOC (third panel) of the EVs population, and nodal voltage magnitude (fourth panel) of all grid nodes. In the 1st, 3rd, and 4th plots, the
lighter color-shade refers to the 0 and 1 quantiles, the thicker to the 0.43 and 0.57 ones, whereas the
two primary colors red and green refer to conventional and autonomous EVs, respectively.
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3.1

A motivating example for partial observability in smart-grid

To demonstrate the effect of partial information on smart-grid control, we present the following oversimplified example. Figure 5 shows a simple, radial network with two loads and one controllable generator. We attempt to control the generator such that the generator node voltage is above the statutory
limit of 0.95 p.u. using only the measurements at the generator node.
Pmax = 0.015 MW
Pmax = 0.015 MW
(controllable)

Pmax = 0.01
MW

Figure 5: The motivating example for showing the effect of partial information on smart-grid control.
The mathematical formulation of this simple problem is similar to [GSP22] except we estimate the
voltage sensitivity coefficient based on the local voltage and power measurements. We estimate the
voltage coefficient using Ridge regression with a R2 score of 0.86. Figure 6 depicts the outcome of the
control scheme after testing it for 1000 time steps using stochastic, normalized load profiles. Despite
having a strict constraint on the voltage limit, the controller cannot generate an accurate control signal.
The root cause of the problem is related to the inaccurate voltage sensitivity estimation due to partial
information. Consequently, the voltage sensitivity estimation ignores the coupling effects of the LV grid
and is biased towards the local observations used to calculate the voltage sensitivity coefficient.

100

Vm = 0.95
Controller output

Count

80
60
40
20
0

0.92
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0.94

0.95

Vm (pu)

0.96

0.97

Figure 6: The motivating example for showing the effect of uncertainty and partial information on
smart-grid control.
While the advantage of having complete information for optimal control decisions is clear, we often
need to build our solutions based on partial data due to the cost of installing widespread advanced
metering infrastructure. Scientists are conducting extensive research on optimal sensor placement that
looks at the trade-offs between the information gain and investment cost of additional metering infrastructure. Nevertheless, the constant expansion of renewable generators, smart energy devices, and
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controllers have radically increased the non-stationarity of the smart-grid environment, wherein optimal
trade-off scenarios can constantly change over time. Therefore, there is a need for future smart-grid
control algorithms to be explicitly more robust towards the partial information and non-stationary conditions of the smart-grid environment. A recent review by Tàczi et al. [TSVH21] also finds similar gaps
in current smart-grid research.
As a result, there has been an increasing interest in more flexible data-driven approaches to smart-grid
applications such as managing AEV charging. Data-driven strategies can be used without assumptions
regarding the underlying model, and they can represent the inherent stochasticities in the environment.
Moreover, data-driven methods enable us to learn stochastic strategies that outperform deterministic
strategies over long time horizons, even in adversarial settings [WBH+ 16].

3.2

Theoretical background

Our objective is to regulate the AEV charging power to minimize the charging time and voltage limit
violations at the charging node. The power flow equations describe the relationship between power and
voltage in an electrical distribution network. For simplicity, we do not consider reactive power control
in our use case. However, it is important to note that the European LV grid benchmark has R/X ratios
of 0.7 - 11.0 [AAAT18], which are relatively high, and at high R/X ratios, active power has the most
significant influence on voltage [BP08]
The mathematical form of the objective function is given by Equation 15. In Equation 15, Pmax
is the maximum charging load (maximum charging power of a charging point × number of charging
points at the node), αt = Pct /Pmax is the ratio between the charging load at time t and Pmax , N is the
set of nodes in the LV grid, Vm is the voltage magnitude at the charging node, and Vlb is the statutory
voltage limit.


t −V |≤ζ
t >V +ζ t
|Vm
Vm
lb
lb
max Et∈T 1
+1
α
αt
X

t
t
s.t. Pit = Vit
Vjt Gij cos δij
+ Bij sin δij
j∈N
(15)
X

t
t
t
t
t
Vj Gij sin δij − Bij cos δij
Qi = Vi
j∈N

Pct

t

= α Pmax

Equation 15 is a concise way to combine both the charging power and voltage objectives. The
statutory voltage limit is imposed as a soft constraint with a small allowable margin of error of ζ.
To solve the optimization problem with DRL, we need to define the states, actions, and reward
function of the reinforcement learning (RL) agent. Moreover, we employ the stochastic policy gradient
approach that enables us to create an RL agent that learns the optimal stochastic policy directly from
observations. There are a variety of policy gradient algorithms published in the literature. The algorithm
used in our case studies is called proximal policy optimization (PPO), which was first published in 2017
[SWD+ 17]. The main advantages of PPO are its simplicity and general applicability. PPO belongs to
the class of algorithms known as actor-critic, where two function approximators (the critic and the actor)
work in tandem to learn the value function and the optimal policy. The actor-network is a parameterized
representation of the agent’s current policy π. At each iteration, the agent takes action based on the
state of the environment, and its current policy, i.e., at = π(st ). The critic evaluates the value of
the action at the given state and updates the value function’s parameters using a temporal difference
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update. Finally, the actor updates the policy in the policy-gradient direction, where the gradient is
calculated using the critic’s value estimate.
States We define two state vectors, one for the critic and another for the actor. The state vector of the
actor is a local subset of the state vector available to the critic, which imposes the partial observability
condition.
Critic’s state, denoted by Sc , is a discrete-transformed vector of voltage magnitudes (in p.u.) at each
load and generator connected bus. Given the number of load-connected buses is m, n is the number of
generator-connected buses, and l is the number of bins, the critic state at time t is a vector of the shape
(1, m + n, l). The actor’s observability is limited to the charging node itself and the b nearest load or
generator buses from the charging node. Therefore, the actor state is a vector of the shape (1, b, l) 4 .
Actions The agent policy yields an action at each time-step t that regulates the charging power.
Therefore, we define the action of the stochastic charging agent as αt = π(st ). Clearly, αt is a
real value in the range [0, 1] that can be represented as a random realization of a beta policy, i.e.,
αt ∼ Beta(a, b). In other words, we can write the optimal stochastic policy π ⋆ = Beta(a⋆ , b⋆ ) where
a⋆ , b⋆ are the optimal parameter values of the beta policy.
Reward function Following Equation 15, we define the reward function as;



R(st , at ) = E 1|Vm −Vlb |≤ζ + αt 1Vm >Vlb +ζ

(16)

It is important to note that when the environment consists of multiple charging stations, αt becomes
a vector of actions. The reward is also a vector of rewards corresponding to each charging agent;
therefore, we take the expected reward as the training signal for the critic network. Moreover, the role
of the critic is only limited to enabling the training process of the actor networks. During the policy
roll-out, we disconnect the critic and let the decentralized actors to take optimal actions based on their
learned policy.
We invite the reader to refer to [HN22] for more comprehensive details regarding the policy gradient
formulation of the optimization problem.
So far, we have designed a mathematical formulation that enables us to optimally control the total
charging power at a node minimizing expected voltage violations and charging time. The assignment
problem that we discuss now answers the question of the equitable allocation of the total charging power
between the multiple vehicles that require charging simultaneously. We define equity as minimizing the
sum of instantaneously evaluated charging times for all vehicles. This definition allows us to prioritize
more depleted AEVs and charge them faster. Consequently, we expect more AEVs to be available for
users, leading to better mobility services. The non-linear optimal power assignment problem can be
′
written as in Equation 17, where K ′ is the set of active charging points. Furthermore, αk ,t is the
charge rate of the charging point k ′ at time t, and it is a real value in the range [ϵ, 1]. The lower-bound
ϵ is a very small real value introduced for numerical stability.
4

In our case study b = 3.
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Figure 7: The actor-critic architecture implemented by us is one with a centralized critic and decentralized actors where the critic has full observability of the environment and each actor receives only a
subset of local information. The role of the critic is to enable the learning process of actors.

′

1 − SOC k ,t
min
αk′ ,t + ϵ
αk′ ,t
s.t.

0 ≤ αt Pmax −

X

k′ ∈K′
k′ ,t

′

αk ,t ≤ ϵ if SOC
ϵ≤α

k′ ,t

′

′

k
αk ,t Pmax

(17)

=1

≤1

Figure 8 is a pictorial depiction of the problem formulation that shows the solution steps at one time
instance.
p1
Upper bound on max.
charging power
Local
observation

Stochastic
charging agent

p2
Charging power
assignment

.
.
.
pk

Figure 8: Flow diagram that shows the interconnection of outer and inner optimization problems at a
given time step. We run this process in iteration for each time step of the simulation.

3.3

Case study 1

The first case study consists of 216 trips within the Swiss municipality Lugano within a day. The
travel data is synthetically generated using MATsim (http://www.matsim.org), an agent-based microsimulation framework for mobility systems simulations [HNA16]. The road network extracted from
OpenStreetMaps as a graph contains all roads and links in Lugano with the importance level either
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residential or higher. The metadata includes distance and maximum travel speed for each edge of the
graph. The resulting network has 1122 nodes and 3602 edges.
To simulate the power system impacts, we use a modified CIGRE LV benchmark grid (Figure 9) with
representative residential load profiles. The residential load profiles are obtained by simulating typical
household appliances and devices (heat pumps and boilers, rooftop PV generation, and non-dispatchable
demand). The charging node is a meta-node with 11 charging points with a maximum charging power
of 11kW (L19 in the CIGRE benchmark grid).
A discrete-time simulation environment with one minute time resolution based on SimPy [Mat08]
is developed to simulate the fleet of shared AEVs servicing the travel requests. The fleet consists of
11 AEVs, and they are randomly located at the start of the simulation. A python generator pops a
travel request when the environment time reaches the start time of a trip. A free AEV can accept that
request and initiate a series of processes to service the request by 1) routing to the pickup location, 2)
picking up the customer, and 3) routing to the destination. En route, an AEV can decide to charge the
batteries if it senses a chance of battery depletion. Similarly, an AEV can leave the charging station
during the charging process when it senses sufficient SOC to serve an incoming travel request.

Figure 9: Modified CIGRE LV grid used in the case study 1. L19 represent the charging station with 11
charging points. Figure adapted from [CIG09].
The training dataset consists of 20 days of residential load profiles covering all four seasons of the
year. We added a small Gaussian noise to each residential load profile during model training to enable
the stochastic charging agent to learn from similar but not identical observations at each iteration. The
customer travel demand profiles are identical in each day. The validation dataset consists of 10 days of
residential load profiles (without added Gaussian noise), and the customer demand profiles are identical
to the one in the training data. The model training is performed in batches of 64 randomly sampled
observations from a replay buffer. For additional details regarding the model hyper-parameters, training,
and testing, please refer to [HN22].

3.4

Results - case study 1

The stochastic charging agent predicts a charging power upper bound with a mean of approximately 68%
of the maximum charging load of the station (Figure 10). In the following, we present the performance
of the stochastic charging agent in comparison to two scenarios.
• Scenario in which vehicles are always charged at the maximum power,
• Scenario in which the charging power is regulated as a simple function of the node voltage as
given below. ζ is set to 0.01 in our case study.
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Figure 10: The distribution of the stochastic charging agent’s predictions over the validation period.
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αt =

Vm −Vlb −ζ
Vmax −Vlb −ζ

Vlb − ζ ≤ Vm

0.5

otherwise

The peak shaving effect takes place only at specific times of the day when the charging power
demand exceeds the upper bound forecast of the stochastic charging agent, as shown in Figure 11a.
We also observe, in comparison to the benchmark strategy, that the stochastic charging agent enforces
higher charging rates when possible (Figure 11b). The voltage impact of peak-shaving is depicted in
Figure 12. Over the 10-day validation period, the stochastic control strategy results in 17 instances of
voltage dead-band violations (0.12% of the total observed time steps), whereas the benchmark strategy
results in zero violations. However, the proposed strategy provides a 7.4% extra charging rate during
the same period, on average. Furthermore, between the peak charging times (time steps 400 to 1000
of each day), the proposed strategy provides an additional 39.07% average charging rate compared to
the benchmark strategy.
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Figure 11: (a) The peak shaving effect of the stochastic charging agent compared with the benchmark
strategy and no-control strategy, (b) The charge rate forecasted by the stochastic agent and with
benchmark strategy for one validation day.
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Figure 12: The voltage magnitudes at the charging node for the 10-day period using the proposed and
benchmark strategies, sorted in the ascending order
Figure 13a is a graphical depiction of how the state of charge (SOC), charging rates, and αt are
related to each other. Firstly, we observe that the charging rates increase when the SOCs are lower,
which is the expected behavior of the inner optimization. However, the sensitivity of this relationship
is governed by αt . If the constraint is strict (low αt ), the charging rate becomes more sensitive to the
changes in SOC. Conversely, if the charging power constraint is lenient, the sensitivity of the charging
rate to SOC gets lower.
The charging trajectories (profiles) describe the change of SOC of a vehicle over time (Figure 13b).
Due to the negative dependency of the charging rates on SOC, the charging profiles of the AEVs are,
by default, non-linear. Charging trajectories can progress linearly only when the total charging power
requirement is less than the constraint set by the stochastic charging agent. The non-linearity of the
charging profiles exacerbate when the charging power constraint is more stringent. As a result, as the
SOC of a vehicle increases beyond a certain threshold, it may become unproductive for an AEV to
remain connected to the charging point, given the diminishing charging rates. As a result, this behavior
provides an additional degree of freedom for intelligent decision-making and optimization. For example,
we can argue that in a sharing economy, it is much better to have two vehicles at 70% SOC levels than
to have one vehicle fully charged and the other one at, say, 40%. The additional degree of freedom
encourages faster turnover of vehicles and can improve the use of limited charging resources. While we
do not address this question in the current article, we would like to present it to the research community
as a promising area to investigate.

3.5

Case study 2

Our second case study is an environment with 740 trips within one day in the Swiss canton Ticino as
a proof of concept for a complex environment. The corresponding graph object of the road network in
Ticino has 10286 nodes and 33519 edges. The data sources are the same as in case study 1.
The LV grid is a benchmark grid (code: 1-LV-semiurb4–2-no sw) provided in the SimBench dataset
[MSD+ 20]. The environment has five charging stations, each with 11 charging points, and they are
connected to the buses 6, 12, 18, 24, and 38 of the benchmark grid. The maximum number of AEVs
in the simulation environment is 55. Their locations (with respect to the road network) are determined
semi-randomly. To ensure charging station locations are not geographically biased, we manually create
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: (a) Relationship between the SOC and charging rates, (b) Charging trajectories of the AEVs

Figure 14: Approximate locations of the charging stations in case study 2.
five regional clusters of traffic nodes and randomly choose one node from each regional cluster to be a
charging nodes. Approximate locations of the charging stations are shown in Figure 14. The residential
load profiles are generated using the same strategy described earlier, while charging station and charging
point properties remain identical to case study 1.

3.6

Results - case study 2

First of all, we observe the voltage regulation effect of the stochastic charging agent in Figure 15. The
results show that there are 20 and 29 instances of voltage violations (0.13% and 0.20% of the total
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observed time steps) in the buses 24 and 6, respectively. These two buses are located at the far end
of the longest feeder in the SimBench LV benchmark grid [MSD+ 20] and consequently become more
prone to voltage violations.
The observation also highlights one of the potential weaknesses of stochastic controllers, i.e., they
cannot strictly impose hard constraints that are particularly important for safety-critical applications.
The typical ways in which the constraints are handled in RL problems is to either add a penalty function
that discourages the gradient updates in the undesired direction or define threshold probability for the
constraint violation [CQT+ 22]. Although on average, both strategies minimize the chance of an agent
taking an action that leads to an undesirable state, they do not guarantee complete satisfaction of the
constraint at all times. On the other hand, it is also possible for an agent to take conservative actions
to ensure that the constraints are satisfied at all times, which may lead to the overall conservativeness
of the agent [CQT+ 22].
Our case studies, being not safety-critical, use the soft constraint approach with a penalty function.
However, we observed improved performance of the stochastic charging agent in reducing the number
of constraint violations under the following conditions.
• Longer training periods that, even intuitively, enables the agent to learn more about its environment,
• Assisted exploration, by which we add a small Gaussian noise around the residential load profiles
and synthetically allow the RL agent to observe states that are otherwise not revealed to it by
nature,
• Exploration of the action space, by which we add an entropy term to the actor’s loss function
(entropy regularization) and force the RL agent to try different actions given the similar states.
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Figure 15: The voltage magnitudes at the charging nodes for the 10-day period.
We also observe a significant increase in total travel distance under the benchmark control scheme
(Figure 16a). As we recall from case study 1, the benchmark controller does not optimize the charging
power, and particularly during peak charging times, it delivers less charging power than the stochastic
controller. As a result, under the benchmark control scheme, AEVs are required to charge more often
(Figure 16b) and divert more times to find charging locations, resulting in sub-optimal routing. It is
important to note that this increase in unwanted travel distance and the number of charging events
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depends heavily on the number of charging stations in the environment and their placement. However,
it is clear from the observations that the optimality of the charging control scheme has much broader
implications concerning energy security, economic efficiency, and (as discussed in case study 1) social
equity.
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Figure 16: (a) Comparison of total travel distance in a day and (b) Comparison of the number of
charging events in a day with simulation results of the 10-day validation period.
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